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House Oversight Committee Rejects Republican
Resolution to Investigate Hunter Biden

AP Images
Joe and Hunter Biden

Following two hours of debate on Tuesday,
the House Oversight Committee, dominated
by Democrats, rejected a resolution from
Republicans on the committee seeking
documents from White House resident Joe
Biden relating to Hunter Biden’s business
deals with the Chinese communists, along
with those involving other Biden family
members.

James Comer, the ranking Republican on the
committee said:

This resolution of inquiry requires
President Biden to hand over
documents in his possession that are
related to the Biden family’s
international business schemes and
influence peddling.

Oversight Republicans’ ongoing
investigation has revealed the Biden
family has peddled access to the
highest levels of government to enrich
themselves.

And unfortunately, often to the
detriment of U.S. interests.

By passing this resolution of inquiry
we will provide the American people
with much-needed transparency to
understand the Biden family’s
businesses.

It is time President Biden answers
questions about his participation in his
family’s business schemes with some
of our most significant adversaries for
years, including the Chinese
Communist Party.

Predictably, the committee rejected the move along party lines, 23-19.

But the rebuff merely delays the inevitable. When Republicans retake control of the House in
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November, said Rep. Clay Higgins (R-La.), “We’re absolutely going to look into this stuff. We’re going to
reveal it for the American people.”

Much of that “stuff” to which Higgins referred has recently been exposed to public view: “My Son
Hunter” became available for live streaming on September 7. Based largely on Hunter’s own personal
revelation Beautiful Things, the film warns viewers of its sordid, sinful, and degrading nature:

This picture contains Sex, Prostitution, Drugs, Cronyism, Money Laundering, More Sex, a
Laptop from Hell, Chinese Spies, Ukrainian ‘Businessmen’, the CCP, the Selling Out of
America, the Big Guy, Corn Pop, More Sex, Additional Drugs, and … Family.

Even Andrew O’Hehir, writing for left-wing Salon, was forced to admit after viewing the film that
Hunter “used his dad’s name to get paid big-time by shady companies in China and Ukraine.”

Since 2018 Delaware’s United States Attorney General, David Weiss, has been doing his own
investigation into Hunter’s “stuff” and has uncovered sufficient damning evidence to charge him with
various felonies. In July Weiss’ investigation had reached what CNN called a “critical juncture” over
which charges he and his team might make.

But that “critical juncture” came and went as it ran into an unwritten rule in the Department of Justice,
revealed by various whistleblowers, that no charges be made within 60 days of an election.

This outraged 30 Senate Republicans, who sent Attorney General Merrick Garland a letter demanding
that he allow Weiss authority to expand his investigation into additional areas of likely felonious
behavior by the son of Biden.

From that letter:

As you know, the United States Attorney’s office for the District of Delaware — led by U.S.
Attorney Weiss — has been investigating Hunter Biden. There is no way of knowing the
entire scope of the investigation, but evidence seems to be mounting that Hunter Biden
committed numerous federal crimes, including, but not limited to, tax fraud, money
laundering, and foreign-lobbying violations.

Indeed, Senators Grassley and Johnson have conducted an investigation for several years
that has resulted in the public disclosure of facts that support criminal concerns, including
the disclosure of financial records showing the Biden family’s close financial connections to
the communist Chinese government and questionable foreign nationals.

It is clear that Hunter Biden thrived off of a “pay to play” culture of access to his father,
then Vice President Joe Biden, in exchange for financial compensation….

“We believe it is important to provide U.S. Attorney Weiss with special counsel and authorities and
protections to allow him to investigate an appropriate scope of potentially criminal conduct…,” the
senators said.

It is highly unlikely that Garland will grant such expanded authority to Weiss, thus leaving the door
open, come January, for Republicans on the Oversight Committee and in the Senate to pick up where
the investigations of Hunter Biden left off.
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Related article:

“My Son Hunter” Film Coming in September
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